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ABSTRACT

Osteoporosis is a highly prevalent systemic skeletal disease

that is characterized by low bone mass and microarchitectural

bone deterioration. It predisposes to fragility fractures that

can occur at various sites of the skeleton, but vertebral frac-

tures (VFs) have been shown to be particularly common. Pre-

vention strategies and timely intervention depend on reliable

diagnosis and prediction of the individual fracture risk, and

dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) has been the refer-

ence standard for decades. Yet, DXA has its inherent limita-

tions, and other techniques have shown potential as viable

add-on or even stand-alone options. Specifically, three-

dimensional (3 D) imaging modalities, such as computed

tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),

are playing an increasing role. For CT, recent advances in med-

ical image analysis now allow automatic vertebral segmenta-

tion and value extraction from single vertebral bodies using a

deep-learning-based architecture that can be implemented in

clinical practice. Regarding MRI, a variety of methods have

been developed over recent years, including magnetic reso-

nance spectroscopy (MRS) and chemical shift encoding-based

water-fat MRI (CSE-MRI) that enable the extraction of a ver-

tebral body’s proton density fat fraction (PDFF) as a promising

surrogate biomarker of bone health. Yet, imaging data from

CT or MRI may be more efficiently used when combined with

advanced analysis techniques such as texture analysis (TA; to

provide spatially resolved assessments of vertebral body com-

position) or finite element analysis (FEA; to provide estimates

of bone strength) to further improve fracture prediction.

However, distinct and experimentally validated diagnostic

criteria for osteoporosis based on CT- and MRI-derived meas-
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ures have not yet been achieved, limiting broad transfer to

clinical practice for these novel approaches.

Key Points:
▪ DXA is the reference standard for diagnosis and fracture

prediction in osteoporosis, but it has important limitations.

▪ CT- and MRI-based methods are increasingly used as

(opportunistic) approaches.

▪ For CT, particularly deep-learning-based automatic verte-

bral segmentation and value extraction seem promising.

▪ For MRI, multiple techniques including spectroscopy and

chemical shift imaging are available to extract fat fractions.

▪ Texture and finite element analyses can provide additional

measures for vertebral body composition and bone

strength.

Citation Format
▪ Sollmann N, Kirschke JS, Kronthaler S et al. Imaging of the

Osteoporotic Spine – Quantitative Approaches in Diag-

nostics and for the Prediction of the Individual Fracture

Risk. Fortschr Röntgenstr 2022; 194: 1088–1099

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Osteoporose ist eine systemische Skeletterkrankung mit sehr

hoher Prävalenz, die durch verminderte Knochensubstanz

und mikrostrukturelle Verschlechterung des Knochens ge-

kennzeichnet ist. Osteoporose prädisponiert zu Frakturen,

welche an verschiedenen Stellen des Skeletts auftreten kön-

nen, wobei hierunter Wirbelkörper-Frakturen besonders häu-

fig sind. Präventionsmaßnahmen sowie rechtzeitige Interven-

tionen basieren auf einer zuverlässigen Diagnose sowie einer

Abschätzung des individuellen Frakturrisikos, wobei die Dop-

pelröntgen-Absorptiometrie (DXA) seit Jahrzehnten als Refe-

renzstandard gilt. Die DXA-Methode hat jedoch inhärente

Limitationen, während andere Techniken ein hohes Potenzial

als praktikable ergänzende oder sogar alleinige Alternativen

gezeigt haben. Im Speziellen spielen dreidimensionale (3 D)

Modalitäten der Bildgebung, wie die Computertomografie

(CT) und die Magnetresonanztomografie (MRT), eine zuneh-

mend wichtige Rolle. In Bezug auf die CT erlauben aktuelle

Entwicklungen aus dem Bereich der medizinischen Bildana-

lyse inzwischen eine automatisierte Segmentierung und

Extraktion relevanter Maßzahlen einzelner Wirbelkörper unter

Verwendung von „Deep-Learning“-Algorithmen, welche in

die klinische Praxis implementiert werden können. In Bezug

auf die MRT stehen dank der Entwicklungen über die letzten

Jahre eine Vielzahl an Methoden zur Verfügung, insbesondere

die Magnetresonanzspektroskopie (MRS) sowie die Bildge-

bung mittels „Chemical Shift Enconding-Based“ Wasser-Fett-

Differenzierung zur Gewinnung der „Proton Density Fat Frac-

tion“ (PDFF) eines Wirbelkörpers als vielversprechendem Sur-

rogatmarker der Knochengesundheit. Bildgebungsdaten der

CT oder MRT könnten jedoch noch effizienter genutzt werden

durch eine Kombination mit fortschrittlichen Analyse-Techni-

ken, wie beispielsweise Texturanalyse (TA; zur räumlich hoch

aufgelösten Auswertung des Wirbelkörperaufbaus) oder

Finite-Elemente-Analyse (FEA; zur Abschätzung der Knochen-

stärke) zur weiteren Verbesserung der Frakturvorhersage. Bis-

weilen konnten jedoch noch keine spezifischen und experi-

mentell validierten Diagnosekriterien für die Osteoporose

anhand CT- und MRT-basierter Parameter etabliert werden,

was die breitere Translation in die klinische Praxis für diese

neuen Ansätze erschwert.

Kernaussagen:
▪ Die DXA-Methode stellt den Referenzstandard für die Diag-

nose und Frakturabschätzung bei Osteoporose dar, hat

jedoch wichtige Limitationen.

▪ CT- und MRT-basierte Techniken werden zunehmend im

Rahmen (opportunistischer) Ansätze genutzt.

▪ In Bezug auf die CT ist insbesondere die „Deep-Learning“-

basierte automatische Wirbelkörpersegmentierung mit

Extraktion von Maßzahlen bedeutsam.

▪ Für die MRT stehen vielfältige Techniken inklusive der

Spektroskopie und der „Chemical-Shift“-Bildgebung zur

Extraktion der „Fat Fraction“ zur Verfügung.

▪ Textur- und Finite-Elemente-Analysen können eine zusätz-

liche Bestimmung des Wirbelkörper-Aufbaus und der

Knochenstärke ermöglichen.

Introduction

Osteoporosis is characterized by low bone mass and microarchi-
tectural bone deterioration [1]. Osteoporotic fragility fractures
have a major impact on quality of life and are associated with pre-
mature mortality [2, 3]. While fragility fractures can occur at
various sites of the skeleton, vertebral fractures (VFs) are preva-
lent in osteoporosis [1]. The clinical problem is that osteoporotic
VFs occur frequently but often stay asymptomatic, thus delaying
treatment initiation and prevention of future additional fractures
[4].

The major aims of osteoporosis treatment are fracture preven-
tion and therapy of fracture-related complications [1]. Effective
prevention strategies are linked to the reliable assessment of the

individual patient’s fracture risk, with dual-energy X-ray absorp-
tiometry (DXA) being the reference standard for decades [1].
However, DXA has considerable inherent limitations that impede
its clinical value: DXA can be inaccurate in differentiating between
patients with and without prevalent VFs, in predicting new fragi-
lity fractures, and for therapy monitoring [5–7]. Consequently,
there is a need for alternatives to DXA-based measurements of
areal bone mineral density (aBMD) to improve the diagnosis and
prediction of individual fracture risk, which include computed to-
mography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) together
with advanced image analysis techniques.

The purpose of this review article is to provide an overview of
quantitative approaches to image and evaluate the osteoporotic
spine. We herein discuss current as well as emerging quantitative
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approaches including their respective methodological principles,
important caveats and perspectives, and advances in image-
based analysis techniques. Relevant studies were identified by
PubMed search (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed).

Overview of methods and findings

Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry

As a two-dimensional (2 D) densitometry method, DXA can pro-
vide quantitative measures such as bone area, bone mineral con-
tent, and aBMD (▶ Fig. 1). DXA represents the reference method
to diagnose osteoporosis and estimate fracture risk, with a DXA-
derived T-score of ≤-2.5 defining osteoporosis according to the
World Health Organization (WHO) [8]. Yet, a main limitation of
DXA is its 2D character, making the technique prone to bias due
to several factors such as vertebral size, patient positioning, and
degenerative joint disease that cannot be resolved within the
simple 2D planar projections [9–11].

Since 2007, it has been acknowledged by the WHO that the
DXA-derived T-score is not sufficient as the stand-alone criterion
to identify patients at high fracture risk eligible for intervention
[12]. The trabecular bone score (TBS) has been developed to
expand the utility of DXA beyond conventional aBMD measure-
ments as an attempt to increase clinical value. In essence, TBS is
based on gray-level texture analysis (TA) of 2 D data from DXA
and provides an indirect index for trabecular microstructure [13].
Specifically, TBS has been shown to predict fracture risk indepen-
dently of aBMD in postmenopausal women [13]. While the actual
accuracy of fracture risk prediction is only slightly increased by
spine TBS when compared to aBMD measurements, a low TBS is
relevant to correct identification of osteopenic women at high
fracture risk, hence providing opportunities for improved clinical
management [14]. Clinical feasibility is supported by the availabil-
ity of TBS as a modifier in the Fracture Risk Assessment Tool
(FRAX®; http://www.sheffield.ac.uk/FRAX/), a widely used com-
puter-based algorithm that integrates clinical risk factors (alone
or in combination with aBMD) to calculate the 10-year probability
to sustain an osteoporotic fracture [15].

Computed tomography

Principles and main findings

In contrast to DXA, CT enables the extraction of volumetric BMD
(vBMD) since it is a three-dimensional (3 D) imaging modality.
However, there are no official diagnostic criteria for the diagnosis
of osteoporosis based on CT data, given that the WHO definition
of osteoporosis relates to DXA [8]. Yet, the American College of
Radiology established reference values to allow the use of CT
data for standardized diagnosis in osteoporosis: vBMD < 80mg/
cm3 is defined as osteoporosis and 80 ≤ vBMD ≤ 120mg/cm3 is
defined as osteopenia for the lumbar spine [16]. Importantly, the
vBMD values for this categorization relate to measurements
within trabecular bone tissue (trabecular vBMD), which is the
anisotropic, porous, and heterogeneous material within a verte-
bral body [16, 17].

Conventionally, quantitative CT (QCT) refers to a dedicated CT
scan for vBMD assessment, with the acquisition being combined
with the application of software packages to calculate the vBMD
that is typically derived from three vertebral levels (e. g., vertebral
bodies L1 to L3) (▶ Fig. 2) [18, 19]. Commonly, this is achieved
with measurements in a reference phantom with known density
during the same scanning session to be able to convert attenua-
tion values in Hounsfield units (HU) to vBMD [18, 19]. A funda-
mentally different approach is to use routine CT data acquired
for other clinical purposes than osteoporosis assessment (e. g.,
oncologic staging) for measurements of vBMD, which is referred
to as opportunistic CT [18, 19]. Apparently, such opportunistically
used routine CT data may have been acquired without a reference
phantom, and a major benefit of opportunistic CT is that it can
save additional scanning by conventional QCT for vBMD assess-
ments. While dedicated QCT imaging with software and phantom
imaging has been used even prior to DXA, opportunistic CT has
received increased attention in recent years [18, 19]. This impor-
tance seems related to osteoporosis screening benefits in patients
who undergo regular CT exams and have an increased risk for
osteoporosis due to comorbidity or treatment side effects, as is
the case for many oncologic patients [20].

Regarding opportunistic CT, early work in 2000 has shown that
by applying a conversion equation, bone densitometry is feasible
for clinical non-contrast as well as contrast-enhanced CT scans,
demonstrating non-significant differences in vBMD between QCT
and opportunistically used CT data [21]. Other work demonstrat-
ed that discrimination between patients with and without VFs was
possible, and that correlations between vBMD measurements
obtained from opportunistically used CT and QCT have been
highly significant both in-vitro and in-vivo in oncologic patients
[22]. A multitude of studies have shown comparable findings of
lower vBMD values in patients with VFs for opportunistically used
CT, with varying but overall acceptable discriminatory power to
differentiate between patients with and without such fractures
[23–25]. Furthermore, a vBMD cutoff of 90mg/cm3 and 145mg/
cm3 derived from opportunistically used CT showed a sensitivity/
specificity of 100%/63.8 % and 100%/57% for DXA-defined osteo-
porosis and osteopenia, respectively [26, 27]. However, these
values may not be regarded as absolute, likely being subject to
some degree of variation related to CT system hardware and soft-
ware characteristics, vendor-specific differences, and respective
HU-to-BMD conversion equations.

Potential caveats

While vBMD measurements in CT data are increasingly accepted
in the clinical routine for opportunistic osteoporosis assessment,
the approach comes with important caveats. Opportunistic
assessment implies that both non-contrast and contrast-
enhanced image data may be present. Yet, contrast media can
drastically change attenuation within vertebral bone, which is
due to its high vascularization [28]. Recently, it has been reported
that the increase in vBMD values related to trabecular bone con-
trast perfusion could reach a plateau at approximately 7–9 %,
which may be irrespective of the exact contrast phase and would
make it comparatively easy to correct for [29, 30]. However,
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universal correction for contrast-enhanced CT has not been
achieved and is the subject of ongoing research, with many fac-
tors influencing attenuation values such as contrast phase and
volume of injected contrast medium, heart ejection fraction, and
extent of vascularization [18, 19]. Whenever CT data is used
opportunistically for osteoporosis diagnostics, caution is needed
if a contrast agent was used, indicating that sufficient adjustment
of HU-to-BMD conversion equations needs to be achieved.

Furthermore, calibration can become an issue, given that
routine CT is not standardly performed with reference phantoms,

unlike in the case of dedicated QCT exams with simultaneous
phantom measurements (i. e., synchronous calibration). Hence,
calibration in the opportunistic setup has to be achieved by sepa-
rate phantom scans (i. e., asynchronous calibration) or should be
guaranteed by internal calibration that considers known densities
of body tissues captured by the scan as references [18, 19]. Parti-
cularly for asynchronous calibration, the quality of opportunisti-
cally used data must be ensured to establish accurate HU-to-
BMD conversion equations.

▶ Fig. 2 Quantitative computed tomography (QCT). Placement of regions of interest and measurement of volumetric bone mineral density (vBMD) at
the lumbar spine (L1-L3) using QCT (with standard software and related measurements in a reference phantom with known density for conversion of
attenuation values in Hounsfield units [HU] to vBMD). A Initial sagittal survey scan to identify suitable vertebral bodies for placement of the regions of
interest; B vBMD values for three vertebral levels (L1-L3) and average vBMD, together with corresponding vBMD reference values derived from a
reference cohort and Z- and T-scores; C graphical illustration of vBMD values in relation to an age- and gender-matched reference cohort; D placement
of the region of interest within L1; E placement of the region of interest within L2; F placement of the region of interest within L3. Osteoporosis is
typically characterized by decreased vBMD. The Z-score compares individual BMD to the average value of a cohort with the same age and gender,
while the T-score reflects how much individual BMD differs from that of an average healthy 30-year-old adult.

▶ Fig. 1 Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA). Placement of the regions of interest and measurement of areal bone mineral density (aBMD) at the
lumbar spine (L1-L4) using DXA. A Coronal overview of the lumbar spine with identification of spinal levels of interest; B graphical illustration of aBMD
values and T-scores in relation to an age- and gender-matched reference cohort (green area: normal values; yellow area: osteopenic range; red: os-
teoporotic range); C area-wise listing of aBMD values as well as Z- and T-scores. The Z-score compares individual BMD to the average value of a cohort
with the same age and gender, while the T-score reflects how much individual BMD differs from that of an average healthy 30-year-old adult.
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Of note, the radiation dose applied during CT to obtain images
with high quality and sufficient spatial resolution is substantial,
with dose values in the order of ~3mSv for high-resolution CT
compared to 0.001–0.05 mSv for DXA or 0.06–0.3 mSv for
conventional QCT at the spine [19, 31]. When CT is exclusively
acquired for clinical purposes (e. g., oncologic staging), indication
for CT is justified, and its opportunistic use could save additional
dedicated examinations for osteoporosis evaluation, thus restrict-
ing the overall radiation exposure of the patient.

Perspectives and novel analysis approaches

Recent methodological advances may soon compensate for as-
pects of calibration and radiation exposure issues. In this regard,
dual-energy CT (DECT) systems that have become commercially
available in recent years may facilitate extraction of vBMD values
from routine data, given that they do not only operate with mono-
energetic images as conventional CT does. Thus, using DECT can
foster vBMD extraction without the need for dedicated phantom-
based calibration, showing strong correlations with QCT ex-vivo
as well as with DXA measurements in a phantom study [32, 33].
In vivo, vBMD measurements from DECT and QCT showed excel-
lent correlations, and conversion with adjustment for individual
vessel iodine concentrations also enabled high correlations
between vBMD of non-contrast and contrast-enhanced DECT
[34, 35]. Considering radiation safety, however, it should be noted
that DECT is related to higher exposures than conventional CT,
but radiation dose savings could be possible if virtual non-contrast
images replace additional dedicated non-contrast scanning. For
multi-detector CT systems that are still more widely used and
more affordable, radiation dose reduction for spine imaging
seems feasible when alternative schemes are implemented, such
as sparse sampling that has shown high potential for low-dose
spine imaging according to recent simulation studies, particularly
when used in combination with advanced iterative image recon-
struction algorithms [36, 37].

Concerning the calculation of vBMD from vertebral bodies, the
precision of standard manual placement of regions of interest
(e. g., circle drawn in mid-sagittal planes of spine CT) for extrac-
tion of attenuation values followed by conversion into vBMD has
been shown to be adequately precise [24]. While this approach
may be justified under clinical conditions and time constraints, it
does not cover the entire structural information of a vertebral
body. More representative manual segmentation would be rather
time-consuming. Hence, with the development of (semi)automa-
ted algorithms for vertebral body segmentation from CT data,
segmentation of the entire vertebral bodies along the whole spine
may be possible with reasonably low effort once the segmenta-
tion pipeline is implemented [18]. In this regard, an investigation
using a deep-learning-based architecture for automated vertebral
segmentation extracted measures in an opportunistic setup,
reporting that they performed significantly better as predictors
for VFs compared to DXA (area under the curve [AUC] = 0.885 for
trabecular vBMD) [38]. Translation to clinical applicability is facili-
tated by freely available training and validation databases derived
from deep-learning-based algorithms such as Anduin (https://an
duin.bonescreen.de/) (▶ Fig. 3, 4) [39]. Notably, using this tool

may also circumvent the issue of metal artifacts (e. g., due to pre-
vious spinal instrumentation) for vertebral vBMD measurements,
given that automatically set thresholds could filter out biasing
attenuation peaks (▶ Fig. 4) [40].

Moreover, advanced image analysis techniques such as TA and
numerical engineering methods such as finite element analysis
(FEA) are increasingly used to provide information about bone
quality and strength beyond vBMD. Particularly when the spatial
resolution of CT scans is not sufficient to depict every structural
detail within a vertebral body, TA could provide relevant spatial
and heterogeneity information of gray-level values in images. As
such, TA reflects an objective and quantitative approach to ana-
lyze the distribution and relationship of pixel or voxel gray levels
in CT images. Specifically, TA using CT data from the clinical rou-
tine made it possible to distinguish between patients with and
without osteoporotic fractures [41]. On a similar note, texture
parameters derived from standard CT exams combined with
machine learning identified patients who would suffer from VFs
with high accuracy (AUC = 0.97) [42].

Furthermore, FEA is suitable for relating morphological and
material variations and properties to functional characteristics,
thus enabling a reduction of complex geometries to a finite num-
ber of elements with simple geometries (▶ Fig. 5, 6). Specifically,
the FEA method can provide realistic 3D models of bone recon-
structed from radiological image data and apply material proper-
ties to an FEA-meshed model (▶ Fig. 5) [18]. Then, boundary and
loading conditions can be simulated to obtain structural, mechan-
ical, and fracture characteristics to predict bone strength and in-
dividual fracture risk (▶ Fig. 6) [18]. Elastic modulus is an intrinsic
material property and is not influenced by geometry, while bone
geometry affects stress and deformation behavior. Considering
that bone is a semi-brittle material, it will deform elastically up to
the elastic (or yield) limit, followed by some yielding (exhibiting
ductility) and, finally, collapsing at the ultimate stress. The Von-
Mises stress is the stress component associated with the distor-
tion energy of the bone when a mechanical load acts on the top
surface. Thus, Von-Mises stress is used as a measurement metric
to determine whether the structure has started to yield at any
point (▶ Fig. 6). Of note, patient-specific image-based FEA
reflects the current reference standard to estimate vertebral
strength and has been shown to predict vertebral body compres-
sive strength better than QCT-derived vBMD for an in-vitro
scenario [43].

Additionally, for the in-vivo setup, lower vertebral strength
derived from FEA was associated with an increased risk of new or
worsening VFs, and vertebral strength better predicted incident
VFs than CT-based aBMD (AUC = 0.804 vs. 0.715) [44]. Of note,
instead of incorporating only FEA-based measurements from
single or multiple vertebral bodies, a functional spinal unit (FSU)
that consists of at least two adjacent vertebrae with the interver-
tebral disc could be considered (▶ Fig. 5, 6) [45]. As such, the FSU
may represent a more realistic model than the isolated vertebral
body to evaluate the actual load and its distribution [45]. How-
ever, regarding both TA and FEA, it must be acknowledged that
extracted metrics have not been standardized yet, and normative
values have not been developed either. Performing FEA also
requires high computational power, effort, and technical exper-
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tise, often hampering clinical usability and approaches that aim
for FEA of more than a few preselected vertebrae.

Magnetic resonance imaging

Principles and main findings

A multitude of MRI techniques can be leveraged to study bone
microstructure and bone marrow (BM), starting with T2* mapping

▶ Fig. 3 Automated labeling and segmentation in routine computed tomography (CT) – generation of segmentation masks and virtual images. Labeling
of vertebral bodies with segmentations using a deep-learning-based algorithm based on multi-detector CT data acquired in the clinical routine, enabling
automated application for opportunistic osteoporosis assessment. A Virtual radiograph in lateral projection as generated from CT input data; B automated
labeling and segmentation of vertebral bodies (T1-L5) in sagittal view; C automated labeling and segmentation of vertebral bodies (T1-L5) in coronal view.
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and high-resolution trabecular bone imaging introduced in the
1990 s [46–48]. In addition, since the 2000 s, magnetic resonance
spectroscopy (MRS) and particularly chemical shift encoding-based
water-fat MRI (CSE-MRI) are two techniques widely used for quanti-
tative MRI of BM in the evaluation of osteoporosis (▶ Fig. 7) [46].
These techniques enable fat quantification of BM to extract the
BM fat fraction (BMFF) or the proton density fat fraction (PDFF) as
a fundamental tissue property that is calculated as the ratio of the
density of mobile protons from fat (triglycerides) and the total

density of protons from mobile triglycerides and mobile water
(▶ Fig. 7) [49].

Using MRS, significantly increased vertebral BMFF in osteo-
porotic subjects has been revealed consistently, accompanied by
an inverse correlation of vertebral BMFF with QCT-derived vBMD
as well as DXA-derived aBMD or respective T-scores (exemplary
range of reported correlation coefficients: r = –0.20 to –0.45)
[50–52]. Furthermore, this inverse correlation has been extended
to biomechanical properties by in-vitro testing, revealing negative

▶ Fig. 5 Schematic illustration of the workflow for finite element analysis (FEA) of three-dimensional (3D) single vertebrae and functional spinal
unit (FSU) models for calculating failure load and displacement. The vertebral bodies (and intervertebral discs) are segmented from computed
tomography (CT) image data, and 3D models are generated, which are meshed with tetrahedral elements. Subsequently, material properties,
using empirical relations with respect to Hounsfield units (HU), are mapped to the mesh and boundary and loading conditions are applied before
proceeding with the analysis. The model is then solved, and the parameters (failure load and failure displacement) are extracted. A FEA for a single
vertebral body; B FEA for an FSU consisting of three vertebral bodies and adjacent intervertebral discs.

▶ Fig. 4 Automated labeling and segmentation in routine computed tomography (CT) – spinal instrumentation. Labeling of vertebral bodies with
segmentations in routine multi-detector CT data using a deep-learning-based algorithm in the presence of metal implants (dorsal stabilizationT9-L1).
A Virtual radiograph in lateral projection as generated from CT input data; B automated labeling and segmentation of vertebral bodies (T8-L3) in
sagittal view (with segmentation masks not including the screws and only reaching to the screw contours); C automated labeling and segmentation of
vertebral bodies (T8-L3) in coronal view (with segmentation masks not including the screws and only reaching to the screw contours).
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correlations between vertebral failure loads and BMFF [53].
Regarding fracture status, males with VFs showed significantly
increased vertebral BMFF [52].

For CSE-MRI, strong correlations with MRS-based BMFF quantifi-
cation have been reported for the spine (exemplary range of re-
ported correlation coefficients: r = 0.78–0.98) [54, 55]. Comparable

▶ Fig. 7 Chemical shift encoding-based water-fat magnetic resonance imaging (CSE-MRI). Level-wise quantification of fat from vertebral bone
marrow (BM) by CSE-MRI-derived proton density fat fraction (PDFF) for the lumbar spine (L1-L5) in a 31-year-old male A, 30-year old female B,
66-year-old female C, and 63-year-old male D. There is an increase in the PDFF with age for both sexes. Furthermore, the premenopausal woman B
has lower vertebral PDFF compared to the man of similar age A, while this condition is reversed after menopause with higher vertebral PDFF for the
female patient C compared to the male patient of a similar age D. Osteoporosis is typically characterized by increased vertebral PDFF. In this
context, the PDFF is calculated as the ratio of the density of mobile protons from fat (triglycerides) and the total density of protons from mobile
triglycerides and mobile water and is given in % (low PDFF shown in blue, high PDFF shown in red color).

▶ Fig. 6 Representative images of elastic modulus distribution and Von-Mises stress distribution derived from finite element analysis (FEA) for a
functional spinal unit (FSU). Distributions are shown for a case without a vertebral fracture, a case with one baseline fracture (sustained fracture at
the time point of imaging), and for one case that would show a fracture during later follow-up imaging (increased risk for fracture). Elastic modulus
is derived from applying empirical equations to the Hounsfield units (HU) derived from the underlying computed tomography (CT) images, repre-
senting a quantity to measure an object’s resistance to being deformed elastically under mechanical stress conditions. Von-Mises stress is a quan-
titative measure used to determine if a given object will yield or fracture. A Elastic modulus distribution; B Von-Mises stress distribution for an FSU
consisting of three vertebral bodies and adjacent intervertebral discs. MPa: Megapascal Pressure Unit.
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to the results of MRS, BMFF derived from CSE-MRI was elevated in
subjects with osteoporosis and inversely associated with vBMD val-
ues from QCT [54, 56, 57]. Notably, PDFF extracted from CSE-MRI
enabled the differentiation between osteoporotic and malignant
VFs, with vertebral PDFF showing significantly lower values in ma-
lignant compared to acute osteoporotic fractures [58]. Given these
promising results, PDFF, as derived from MRS or CSE-MRI, has the
potential to become a viable in-vivo surrogate biomarker of bone
health.

Perspectives and novel analysis approaches

Besides MRS and CSE-MRI, other MRI methods such as quantita-
tive susceptibility mapping (QSM) for imaging of trabecular bone
and ultra-short echo time (UTE) for imaging of cortical bone have
been developed and applied to the spine [46]. Methodologically
closely related to T2*, QSM has been introduced as a more direct
measure of susceptibility differences between trabecularized BM

and surrounding tissues. Initial studies using QSM for the spine
demonstrated significantly increased vertebral magnetic suscep-
tibility in osteopenia and osteoporosis, with a sensitivity/specifici-
ty for differentiating osteoporosis from non-osteoporosis of
80.8 %/77.3 % [59, 60]. However, these studies did not implement
chemical shift encoding-based water-fat separation for field map
generation. Thus, the results should be primarily interpreted qua-
litatively until further confirmation is achieved.

Another approach is the direct measurement of the bone ma-
trix signal, which can be achieved with UTE imaging (▶ Fig. 8).
While the direct detection of the bone tissue signal is nearly im-
possible for conventional MRI due to rapid signal decay, sampling
at a UTE of 30–200 μs combined with suppression of long-T2 tis-
sues could allow direct visualization with sufficient contrast [46].
To date, UTE imaging has allowed cortical bone porosity assess-
ment ex-vivo and pore water concentration mapping in-vivo at
the tibia, suggesting clinical usefulness [61, 62]. However, despite
the merit of direct bone visualization, UTE imaging for the evalua-

▶ Fig. 8 Ultra-short echo time (UTE) imaging. Imaging of the lower spine of a 29-year-old male with a high-resolution (voxel size: 0.45mm
×0.45mm ×3mm) UTE stack-of-stars sequence. The UTE image was T2*-weighted, T1-weighted, and proton density-weighted A. Due to the small
flip angle of 5°, the contrast was mainly driven by the proton density. Cortical bone was highlighted by inverting the image contrast such that bone
appeared bright B. A three-dimensional (3D) inversion recovery (IR)-prepared UTE sequence with the same field of view, but with lower resolution
(voxel size: 3mm isotropic) is additionally displayed C. Long T2 components such as present for fat and muscle were suppressed, while tissues with
short T2* appeared bright (cortical bone, trabecular bone, ligaments, and tendons). Using UTE with these methods could enable selective bone
visualization and quantitative assessment of short T2 water components in vivo.
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tion of osteoporosis of the spine has only been recently proposed
[63]. Specifically, one study showed that bound water proton den-
sity mapping can be achieved in the spine by comparing its signal
obtained from 3D inversion recovery UTE imaging and that of an
external reference phantom with known proton density [63].

In contrast to DXA and CT, MRI is a radiation-free technique,
and assessment of vertebral BMFF is possible without contrast
medium injection. Consequently, scanning for research purposes
and with large spatial coverage could be achieved without safety
issues. Thus, fat quantification along the entire spine could be
achieved, allowing exploration of BMFF variations. For instance,
CSE-MRI revealed a spatial pattern of BMFF increase in the cra-
nio-caudal direction along the spine [64]. Furthermore, significant
relations between vertebral BMFF and fat content of paraspinal
muscles were observed in postmenopausal women, potentially
providing MRI-based evidence for systemic fat compartment
alterations in osteoporosis [65]. Another approach to investigate
region-specific patterns of vertebral BMFF is TA, which revealed
increased vertebral BMFF heterogeneity in postmenopausal
women, and, specifically, the second-order features Contrast and
Dissimilarity allowed differentiation between pre- and postmeno-
pausal women equally well compared to PDFF [66]. Furthermore,
by means of TA based on CSE-MRI data, it has been shown that
vertebral BMFF heterogeneity is primarily dependent on sex and
age, which can have implications for osteoporosis screening parti-
cularly in elderly women [67].

Conclusion

Quantitative 3 D imaging is playing an increasing role in osteo-
porosis diagnostics and VF risk evaluation. The reference standard
remains the 2Dmeasurement of aBMD by DXA, but many CT- and
MRI-based techniques have been developed to shed light on
various aspects of bone quality, structure, and strength. In addi-
tion, the 3D nature of data provided by CT and MRI may be most
efficiently used when paired with advanced analysis techniques
(e. g., TA, FEA, and automated segmentation algorithms) to
further improve fracture prediction beyond aBMD, and to provide
spatially resolved investigations of vertebral body surface and
microstructure. However, without developing distinct and experi-
mentally validated diagnostic criteria for osteoporosis based on
CT- and MRI-derived measures, novel approaches cannot yet
undergo a broad transition to the clinical routine.
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